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I. Introduction 

There are various potential applications for Human Activity Recognition (HAR) like elderly checking, prosperity 
watching, life log systems for watching essentialness utilize, for supporting healthy designs, and propelled 
associates weightlifting works out. This work, focus on the human-action affirmation approach in perspective of 
development sensor by methods for mobile devices. Material data (mainly including accelerometer and spinner 
sensors) were accumulated when individuals play out some perfect step by step human activities like sitting, laying, 
standing, walking, walking downstairs and walking upstairs. A smartphone can be located on different body sensors 
where discussed on Suto et al [1] demonstrated machine learning techniques on right ankle, Beily et al [6] focused 
on identifying which machine learning algorithms provide the most accurate activity recognition, Attal et al [7] 
determined on the chest, right thigh and left ankle sensors and Gupta et al [8] demonstrated on waist sensors for 
KNN and Naive Bayes. They conclude that waist sensor provides good results and recognize the accurate human 
activities [1].  
 In this study, used only waist-sensor that enough to predict the human activities and these data acquisition are 
extricated for every last development unit, procured 561 data of time and frequency domain, features from the 
divided data and selected 66 mean and standard measures of elements to evaluate the immense outcomes. Three 
different types of classification techniques are applied to comportment human activity recognition task like 
Decision Tree [5], Random Forests and Support Vector Machines. The main purpose of this paper is to make an 
efficient investigation of the sensor-conduct based human-action acknowledgement by means of smartphones, and 
this approach is not a sole but rather an integral strategy to enhance the precision utilizing 10 fold cross-validation 
and development of confusion matrix in sensor-based movement acknowledgement. Random forest classifier 
obtained 100% of accuracy, F-score and kappa statistics.  

II. Methodology 

This segment, briefly clarifies the proposed strategy of how the activities of human are recognized by two various 
data mining techniques involves three different classifications and outliers detection. The proposed work of this 
paper determines how the data are reduced into the efficient attributes for good outcomes explained in three stages 
of DR as shown in figure 1 [3,4,5,6] are deduced.  
 
 
 

Abstract: Dimensionality reduction (DR) technique that determines to convert enlarged data from high 

dimensional space to a lesser dimensional space to improve performance measurements. This paper includes 

different data mining techniques to dwindles the dimensionality of the dataset and evaluate HAR on the human 

physical activity data measurements are collected by using 3 axial accelerometer and gyroscope raw signals 

from wearable inertial sensor information. This proposed work, intensify the single inertial sensor data, from 

the advanced mobile phone is appended to the waist-mounted sensor. This paper implements the following 

models such as Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF) on HAR. The 

outlier is identified and detected with Box-Whisker method, Local Outlier Factor (LOF) algorithm method 

and Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). The Random Forest classifier proofs itself with 100 % accuracy and 

kappa, for UCI Human Activity Recognition Smartphone Dataset. 
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Figure 1  Architecture of the Proposed Method 
 

 

A. Dataset 

The dataset UCI HAR [5] collected from the recordings of 30 subjects inside an ageing area of 19-48 years by 
wearing smartphone on the inertial sensor waist-mounted. Each individual subjects were made to perform six 
actions which involve sitting, standing, walking, walking-upstairs, walking-downstairs and laying. The assembled 
dataset had been eccentrically isolated into two sets, 70% of data as training and remaining 30% as test data. The 
dataset contains the record of 561 element vectors and 10299 perceptions from accelerometer and gyroscope with 
3-axial linear acceleration and angular velocity. 

B. Data Preprocessing Phase 

Data preprocessing remove noisy values and it uses two types of data filtering like Butterworth filter and Median 
filter. Data segmentation was dealt with sliding windows of 2.56 seconds and a half cover (128 readings/window) 
to decrease the sizes of the window [2,3,6]. 

C. Feature Extraction Phase 

After pre-processing, extracting most commonly used features from the raw data to improve the performance and 
to recognize the activities efficiently. Out of all these extracted 561(17*33) features vector value by doing the 
calculation on frequently used 17 feature vectors [1,2,4] which were performed on the signals categorized into time 
domain (20 signals) and frequency domain (13 signals) in 3 axial XYZ directions. A portion of the features used 
for time and frequency domain which are utilized for human activity acknowledgement are tabulated in figure 2. 
 

Figure 2  List of Feature Extracted (left) and Feature Selected (right) for HAR 

 

D. Feature Selection Phase 

The expected value (mean) and the measure of spread (standard deviation) values dealt with the nearest averages 
and the data are spread throughout [8] of the 3-axial XYZ signals were just chosen from entire feature vectors. Both 
are regularly utilized as a part of the measurements. As a result, 66 highlighted features of mean and standard 
deviation were chosen from the waist sensor as tabulated in figure 2 with the short form of all features. 
 

III. Classification Techniques 

A. Decision Tree Classifier 

Generation of a DT has splitting criteria determination and attribute selection [1,3,6]. The tree drawn acquired with 
the formulae of entropy and Information gain from highest to lowest value of each node. The accuracy and kappa 
values are evaluated to find the complexity parameter (CP) hence it controls the size of the tree to select the optimal 
tree model.The rule set generated from HAR Decision Tree satisfies the condition of decision rules from the root 
node (features) to the leaf node (Activity) are all shown in figure 3. Here the tree uses only five attributes out of 
possession of 66 feature vectors called TBASX (Standard deviation of Time Body Acceleration of X-axis), 
TGAMX (Mean of Time Gravity Acceleration mean of X-axis), TGASX (Standard deviation of Time Gravity 
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Acceleration of X-axis), TBGMX (Mean of Time Body Gravity Mean of X-axis) and TBAMX (Mean of Time 
Body Acceleration Mean of X-axis). 
 

Figure 3  Generating Rule Set from HAR Decision Tree using CART and Optimal Value of CP   

 

B. Support Vector Machine Classifier 

Non-linear SVM classifier is suggested to implement the data by applying the kernel trick to maximum margin 
hyperplane [2,3,4,7]. It builds the model to predict the classes with different cost value and finding the best model 
using the largest value of accuracy as shown in figure 4 and also shows the graph representation of sigma esteem 
for different cost value (c). Figure 5 displays the best performance and parameter of SVM classifier for both radial 
and sigmoid kernel and the values of these kernels.  
 

Figure 4  Optimal Value of Best Sigma VS Cost Value for SVM  

 
 

Figure 5  Best cost and gamma value of Radial and Sigmoid function after tuning the parameter and its performance 

 

C. Random Forest Classifier 

RF creates the forest with a number of trees and encountered with overcoming overfitting problem at individual 
tree and use small sample size and large p-value [2,7]. The best mtry model is identified by measuring the accuracy 
and kappa with different mtry and number of nodes is shown in the figure 6a. Out of Bag (OOB), error rate finds 
the misclassification error for the remaining data of each tree with different mtry values as shown in figure 6b. 
Extracted the structure of a single tree for random forest represented the matrix within six columns and number of 
rows equal to the total number of nodes in the tree is demonstrated in the figure 6c.  
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The important variables for this dataset are calculated and graphed in the figure 6d shows that the top ten variables 
are assigned by random permutation by increasing the mean decrease accuracy and based on Gini impurity index 
used for calculation of splits for each tree. 
 
Figure 6  a) Estimation of Optimal value of mtry b) Various OOB error rate measured for different mtry value c) Structure of a single 

tree for Random Forest d) The ten important variables for RF in Mean Decrease Accuracy and Gini Index 

 
 
According to the mean decrease accuracy from figure 6d, only four variables TGAMX, TBGMX, TGASX and 
TBAMX are chosen from a set of 66 variables. The mean decrease Gini values from figure 6d, the same variables 
TGAMX, TBGMX, TGASX and TBAMX are chosen as important variables for the Random forest. 

D. Performance Analysis 

The performance of a HAR dataset on different models is evaluated using the accuracy, kappa and F-Score 
measurement models[2]. In HAR, six activities are considered as the class names and thus the confusion matrix of 
6x6 frameworks is recorded. The confusion matrix is implemented for three classifications are shown in figure 7. 
  

Figure 7  Prediction Using Classifiers 

 
These feature vectors TBASX, TGAMX, TGASX, TBGMX, TBAMX, TBAMgM, FBAMgS, TGAMY, TGASY, 
TBGJMX, TBGJMX, TGASZ, FBAMgM, TBGMZ, TBGMX, FBAMX and TGAMgS are used commonly in all 
three classifiers based on the model built for each classifier which are represented by, CP for DT, cost for SVM 
and mtry for RF. Thus, these repeated variables are efficient downsizing data in dimensionality reduction resulted 
to the perfect features which give the best class label (i.e activities). 

IV. Outlier Detection and Analysis 

An outlier is a data point that is distinct from other observations and it indicates measurement error. Identifying and 
detecting the outliers and influential observations of all 66 attributes to improve the performance. Figure 8 displays 
box-whisker plot method by calculating the interquartile range and MLR method displays the relationships between 
at least two variables by fitting the model to a linear equation. LOF algorithm by measuring the local density 
compared with its neighbour k=5 as shown in figure 9. 
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The outliers detected for HAR data in box-whisker plot  attributes are elaborated as Time Body Gyro Mean-YZ, 
Time Body Gyro Std-XZ, Time Body Gyro Jerk Mean-YZ, Time Body Gyro Jerk Std-XZ, Time Body Acc Mag 
Std, Time Gravity Acc Mag Mean & Std, Time Body Acc Jerk Mag Mean & Std, Time Body Gyro Mag Mean & 
Std, Time Body Gyro Jerk Mag Mean, Freq Body Acc Mean-X, Freq Body Gyro Std-YZ, Freq Body Acc Mag 
Mean & Std. In LOF algorithm, evaluating the density values with the nearest neighbour k=5 of the outliers 
identified in the features.   
 

Figure 8  The Outlier of HAR data using Box-Whisker plot (left) and Best features obtained by comparing p=value (less than 0.5) 
using MLR (right)  

 
 

Figure 9  Density values of 180 observations using LOF algorithm (left), Outliers of HAR data for RF classifier (middle) and 
Influential point of all features calculated by cooks distance named with all numbers (right) 

 
 

Figure 10  Scatterplot of MLR methods with best models model for and outliers of HAR data 

 
 
Figure 10 elaborates the outliers which are represented as, in different ways of plotting the dependent and 
independent variables. The residual and fitted values show the error represented as the dotted fit line which lies at 
y=0 have zero residuals and also indicated the points lies above have positive and lies below negative residuals. 
Here residuals moved in the curved pattern (dash line) suitable for the best model fit in figure 10a and this model 
residuals progressed normal probability distribution except for observations 84, 113 and 132 in figure 10b. Scale 
location plot estimates that these residuals have uniform variance across the predictor values range in 10c.  The 
measurement of residuals cooks distance for each 180 observation is in figure 10d. The four values of cooks distance 
are measured then the observation values 84,113 and 132 have higher leverage values in figure 10e and also 
enhancing these three values in figure 10f. 
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V. Experimental Results 

In this section, comparing and reviewing the performances of the standard models to recognize the human activities 
and comparing highlights of the different algorithm performances evaluation, in terms of average accuracy rate, 
kappa statistics, F-Score, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, prevalence, 
detection rate, detection prevalence and balanced accuracy [7] are calculated from the confusion matrix and is 
tabulated in table 1. The mean, median, maximum, minimum, first and third quartiles are evaluated for all three 
classifiers is shown in figure 11a and  overall performance of all the classifier are performed in single procedure 
and explained in the scatter plot matrix, box plot and density plot are shown in the following figure 11b, 11c and 
11d.  
 

Figure 11  a) Evaluated mean, median, minimum, maximum, first and third quartiles with accuracy and kappa values for three 
classifier b) Scatterplot matrix is drawn for the observed accuracy value c) Illustrated the accuracy in boxplot using median, first and 

third quartiles and d) Density plot with the distribution of the variable 

 

TABLE I COMPARING OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR ALL CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES USED 

Overall Statistics 

Performed 

Decision 

 Tree 

Random    

 Forest 

Support Vector 

Machine 

Sensitivity/Recall 96.29% 100% 92.59% 

Specificity 99.26% 100% 98.51% 

Positive PV/Precision 96.67% 100% 93.07% 

Negative PV 99.28% 100% 98.54% 

Prevalence 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 

Detection Rate 16.05% 100% 15.43% 

Detection Prevalence 16.35% 100% 16.67% 

Balanced Accuracy 97.77% 100% 95.55% 

Accuracy (100% CI) 96.3% 100% 92.59% 

Kappa (100% CI) 95.56% 100% 91.11% 

Accuracy (95% CI) 87.25% 93.40% 82.11% 

Kappa (95% CI) 99.55% 100% 97.94% 

 
From figure 11a, the mean value of DT is 0.9441148, RF is 0.9759259 and SVM is 0.9333333for HAR. The mean 
value of Random Forest classification technique is maximum compared to other two classification techniques. The 
kappa value of RF method also is 0.9711111 which nears to 1. Thus for UCI HAR smartphone data Random Forest 
method proves to be reliable and efficient. 
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A. Correlation Coefficients 

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is used for the covariance of the two variables divided by the 
product of their standard deviations. The correlation performed for the features most used as shown in figure 12 
explained in three categories: 1) scatterplot matrix of all six features, 2) histogram and 3) correlation value is 
mentioned. It estimated three best values 0.99, 0.98 and 0.97 with the combination for correlated attributes of 
TBASX * TBAMgM, TBASX * FBAMgS and TBAMgM * FBAMgS. Here these three relation coefficients values 
are positive near to value 1 defines the strong and positive association between the features implies that when one 
of them increases, the other does and vice versa.  
 

Figure 12  Correlation Coefficients between the best attributes represented as a) lower off-diagonal draws scatterplot, b) diagonal 
draws histogram and c) upper-off diagonal draws Pearson correlation value with pairwise deletion 

 

 

VI. Conclusion and Future Works 

In this paper, multi-dimensionality model evaluations are performed in three stages to recognize the human 
activities for the data acquired by wearing the smartphone on inertial waist sensor. The pre-processed data is 
reduced into 66 features by using the feature extraction and feature selection method in stage 1. Three different 
classification techniques are performed then the results demonstrated that the random forest performs best by 
estimating 100 percentage of accuracy, kappa and F-score values and selected the most commonly used feature in 
all classifier which executes the good values in stage 2. The outliers are detected for mostly used common attributes 
obtained from classifier techniques which TimeBodyAccJerkMean-XYZ, TimeBodyAccJerkStd-XYZ, 
TimeBodyGyroJerkStd-XYZ, FreqBodyAccMean-XYZ, FreqBodyAccStd-XYZ, FreqBodyAccJerkMean-XYZ, 
FreqBodyAccJerkStd-XYZ, FreqBodyGyroMean-XYZ and FreqBodyGyroStd-XYZ attributes are not required to 
recognize the activities. The future works may lead to performing the identification of human complex activities 
such as talking while walking, riding, eating while sitting or standing and so on with the help of classification and 
clustering techniques in data mining. Then prediction and forecasting the activities may also be tried in future. 
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